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Highly parallel algorithms computing the inverse, discrete roots, or a large power 
module a number that has only small prime factors are presented. The elaborated 
uniform families of Boolean circuits simultaneously achieve depth O(log n) and size 
O(notL1) for P-uniformity and depth O(logn loglogn) and size @no”‘) for log- 
space uniformity. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The design and analysis of parallel algorithms have attracted much 
attention from computer scientists within the last decade (cf., e.g., v. z. 
Gathen (1986), Reischuk (1989), and Zeugmann (1990) and the references 
therein). The central question studied in the theory of parallel algorithms 
is “For which problems do feasible parallel algorithms exist?” 
Meanwhile it has been<shown that many problems can be solved sub- 
stantially faster by a parallel than by a sequential algorithm, thereby even 
using a feasible amount of hardware (cf., e.g., Cook (1985), v. z. Gathen 
(1986), Pippenger (1979), and Reif (1986)). However, despite the enormous 
progress made within the last decade, some problems seem to be very hard 
to parallelize. Among them we find the following problems concerning 
parallel computations over the integers: 
(1) INV: Let n-bit integers b and m be given. Compute the inverse x 
of b modulo m, i.e., compute the number XE { 1, . . . . m - I} satisfying 
bx - 1 mod m, if it exists. Otherwise return failure. 
(2) DROOT: Let n-bit integers 6, m be given. Let q <n be a non- 
negative number. Solve the equation x9 = b mod m, if b is a qth residue 
modulo m. Otherwise return “b is a qth nonresidue modulo m.” 
(3) POW: Let n-bit integers a, b, and m be given, where a $ 
0 mod m. Compute the number y E { 1, . . . . m - 1 } fulfilling y E a6 mod m. 
It is not known whether or not INV, DROOT, and POW are solvable 
simultaneously in polylogarithmic time and in polynomial size, i.e., it is 
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open whether they are in NC. Very recently Adleman and Kompella (1988) 
have shown that INV and POW can be solved in polylogarithmic time by 
a probabilistic parallel algorithm that uses subexponentially many pro- 
cessors. On the other hand, if one makes additional assumptions then INV 
and POW can be shown to be in NC. Beame et al. (1986) pointed out that, 
if the exponent b is bounded by O(log m), then POW is in NC. Further- 
more, if the modulus m is a product of small primes, i.e., m = p;’ . . .p;k, 
where pi, c(, 6 n for i = 1, . . . . k, then INV and POW are again in NC (cf. 
v. z. Gathen (1987)). The latter results have been shown by using Newton 
procedures performing log n iterations. Moreover, similar algorithms can 
be obtained which solve DROOT, again under the assumption that the 
modulus is a product of small prime factors. However, all these Newton 
procedures share the common property that they use considerable depth. 
What we present here are improved iteration techniques allowing highly 
parallel computations modulo a number that has only small prime factors. 
The main innovation is the introduction of “generic root coefficients” called 
ai which can be computed quickly in parallel. This massive parallelism 
yields high-order Newton procedures and reduces the number of iterations 
having to be performed to the constant 2 for the problems INV and 
DROOT. In order to make the structure of the paper more transparent we 
continue with some remarks concerning the reducibility of INV and 
DROOT to the problem POW and vice versa. The theorem of Euler yields 
the well-known fact that, if b is a unit modulo m, then b-’ E 
bPp(m)P1 mod m, where cp denotes Euler’s totient function. Hence inversion 
is reducible to powering. Now suppose q is a unit modulo cp(m). Then there 
is a s such that qs- 1 mod cp(m), and by Euler’s Theorem it follows that 
x4-b mod m if and only if x= b” mod m. Consequently, if q is a unit 
modulo cp(m), then qth roots are also reducible to powering. However, this 
approach covers neither the case of square roots nor that of (p - 1) th roots 
provided the modulus is of the form m =pE, where p is odd. On the other 
hand, in a beautiful paper v. z. Gathen (1986) has shown that, if inversion 
and taking (p - 1 )th roots are in NC“, then powering is in NCk for any 
number k. We mainly follow the latter approach, i.e., first we improve the 
results concerning inversion from Zeugmann (1989) (cf. Sect. 2), and then 
we study the equation X” s b mod pl, where q, p, a d n. After having done 
this, we present the resulting powering algorithm. As a consequence, the 
main contribution of the present paper are log-space uniform Boolean 
circuits computing the inverse, taking discrete roots and calculating large 
powers modulo a number having only small prime factors that take 
parallel time O(logn log logn) and that use O(nO(‘)) many processors. 
Furthermore, we elaborate polynomial time uniform Boolean circuits 
achieving simultaneously depth O(logn) and size O(nO(‘)) that take 
discrete roots. Moreover, we re-prove the existence of polynomial time 
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uniform Boolean circuits taking O(log n) depth and using polynomially 
many processors that solve INV and POW. 
Summarizing the results obtained, we see that INV, DROOT, and POW 
can be solved within the same depth as division, independently of the 
required uniformity condition. Finally, we discuss the results obtained and 
present open problems. 
Throughout this paper the used model of parallel computation is that 
of uniform families of Boolean circuits (cf. Borodin (1977)). Please note 
that, whenever division is involved, we have to distinguish between log- 
space uniformity and polynomial time uniformity (abbr. L-uniformity 
and P-uniformity, respectively). Reif (1986) proved that div(n) = 
O(log n log log n) for L-uniformity, where div(n) denotes the amount of 
parallel time needed to divide two n-bit integers. In a beautiful paper 
Beame, Cook, and Hoover (1986) have shown that div(n) = O(log n) for 
P-uniformity. 
2. COMPUTING THE INVERSE AND CHINESE REMAINDERING 
The classical algorithms computing the inverse are mainly based on 
Euclid’s algorithm. Thus they work extremely sequentially. Exploiting the 
special properties of moduli having only small prime factors, v. z. Gathen 
(1987) could design a uniform family of Boolean circuits computing the 
inverse of an n-bit number in depth O(div(n) log n) and having O(nO(‘)) 
many processors. What we present in this section is a reduction of the 
circuit depth up to O(div(n)), again using only polynomially many 
processors. First of all we study the case that the modulus m is of the 
form p’. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n)) and size O(n”“‘), whose nth circuit 
takes as input a prime p <n, a nonnegative integer 01 <n, and an n-bit 
number b, and outputs the inverse of b module pa. 
Proof: We use the following algorithm: In case p/b the algorithm 
returns failure. Otherwise continue as follows: 
step (i): Compute x,, E { 1, . . . . p - 1 } such that bx, - 1 mod p 
step (ii): Compute x1 as follows: n-1 
“T, (1 -b-d” mod P” 
step (iii): Output xi mod pa 
end 
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Let us first prove the correctness of this algorithm. It suffices to show 
that bx, - 1 is divisible by p”. After having done step (i) we may suppose 
that p divides (1 - bx,). Consequently, p” divides (1 - hx,)“. Moreover, we 
have 
bx, - 1 = - (1 - bX,) + bx, 
( 
n-1 
,.c, (1 - bxo)” 
> 
( 
n-1 
f -(l -bx,)-(1 -bx,- 1) 1 (1 -bx,)” 
L’ = I > 
= -(l -bx,)-(1 -bX,) 
n-1 
x ,c, (1 -b&J” + 1 (1 -bx,)’ 
(. > 
n-1 
c = I 
n-l n-- 1 
=,c, (1 -bx,)I’- c (1 -bx,)“+’ 
I’ = 0 
= - (1 - bx,)” = 0 mod p”. 
Hence x1 is the inverse of b modulo p”. Thus xi mod p” is the desired 
inverse modulo pa. This proves the correctness. Next we analyze the 
complexity of the above algorithm. 
Step (i) can even be performed by exhaustive parallel search, since p < n. 
Furthermore, since b is an n-bit number, this step can be realized in depth 
at most O(div(n)) using O(nO”‘) processors. In step (ii) we use n - 1 sub- 
circuits computing (1 - bx,)” in parallel, for v = 1, . . . . n - 1. Due to Beame, 
Cook, and Hoover (1986) the nth power of an n-bit number can be com- 
puted in depth O(div(n)) using O(nO”‘) many processors. Each of these 
powers has at most n2 bits. Hence the sum of these n - 1 numbers can be 
calculated by a subcircuit of depth O(log n), again using polynomially 
many processors. After having computed the product with x0 and having 
added x0, we have a number having at most n3 bits. Since p” has at most 
n log n bits, the reduction modulo p” can be computed in depth O(div(n)) 
using polynomially many processors. Finally note that the uniformity con- 
dition does only affect the subcircuits realizing the nth power and the final 
reductions module p” and modulo pa. This proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Please note that Reif and Tate (1989) used an analogous high-order 
Newton iteration procedure in order to achieve optimal size integer 
division circuits. 
Let us now consider a modulus m having n’ bits (for any fixed constant 
c > 0) about which we know that it factors only in small prime factors. As 
v. z. Gathen (1987) has shown, the prime factors (with their multiplicities) 
of m can be computed in depth O(div(n)). Therefore, without loss of 
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generality we may assume that the prime factorization py’ . . . p? of m, with 
pi, cci <n for i= 1, . . . . k, is given. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits of depth 
O(div(n)) and of polynomial size, whose n th circuit takes as input n-bit 
numbers a,, . . . . ak, pairwise distinct primes p,, . . . . pk < n, and nOm?gatiVe 
integers tl, , . . . . elk < n, and outputs the number y mod py’ . . . pp satisfying 
y = ai mod p? for i = 1, . . . . k. 
Proof. Parallelizing the usual Chinese remainder algorithm as in 
v. z. Gathen (1987), the theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 actually states that, considering only small primes, Chinese 
remaindering can be performed within the same parallel time as division, 
if one neglect constant factors. 
Using Theorem 2 we further restrict ourselves to consider mainly the 
case m=p”, where p, CI 6 n. 
Let us conclude this section with the remark that the extension of a solu- 
tion bx, z 1 mod p to bx’ = 1 mod p”, ~1 <n, may be done in parallel in 
depth O(div(n)), even in case p is an n-bit number. Unfortunately, no 
NC-algorithm is known which solves the basic step (i) in this case. 
3. TAKING DISCRETE ROOTS 
Finding roots x4 = b mod p, where p and b are n-bit numbers, q 6 n, 
gcd(q, p) = 1, and p prime seems to be very difficult. Making no additional 
assumptions, it is even not known whether the square roots can be taken 
in deterministic polynomial time. On the other hand, assuming the 
Extended Riemann Hypothesis, Adleman, Manders, and Miller (1977) 
have elaborated a polynomial time algorithm solving x2 = b mod p. 
Nevertheless, their procedure for finding square roots seems to be hard to 
parallelize. So again we consider the special case of moduli being powers 
of small primes. Obviously, if b is an n-bit number and p a prime with 
p < n, then the equation x4 = b mod p can be solved in depth O(div(n)). 
The interesting question is how to extend a solution modulo p to a solution 
modulo pa. Vinogradov (1955) proposed a method that computes from 
a solution x of x4 = b mod pp a solution x’ of (x’)~ = b mod pe+ ‘. 
This requires CI iterations, which is not acceptable if one looks for NC 
algorithms. Using similar ideas as v. z. Gathen (1984, 1987) did, one directly 
obtains the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n) log n) and size O(no”)), whose n th 
circuit takes as input a prime p < n, nonnegative integers a, q < n where 
gcd(q, p) = 1, and an n-bit number b, and outputs the discrete qth roots oj 
b module pa. 
Proof: We use the following method: 
step (0): If p”/b, then output x = 0. If p/b but p” does not divide b, then 
output “b is a qth nonresidue modulo p”.” In both cases stop. 
Otherwise goto step (i). 
step (i): Compute all x0,, , . . . . x~,~ E { 1, . . . . p - 1 } that are pairwise 
incongruent modulo p such that xhj = b mod p for j= 1, . . . . k, 
where q=rmod(p- 1) and rE (0, . . . . p-2). 
In case at least one such x~,~ exists compute c~,~ and c-y.0 E 
{l,..., p-l} such that c,,b=lmodp and c,,,q=lmodp. 
Then goto step (ii). 
Otherwise output “b is a qth nonresidue modulo p”“, and stop. 
step (ii): Compute 
cb,j := (2cb,i- 1 - bci,+ ,) mod p”, 
Cq,i I= (2Cq,j- 1 - qc& i) mod p*‘, and for j = 1, . . . . k calculate in 
parallel 
:=(~~~,,~+x~~~~~(l-~~~~~,~~~,;)~~,~)rnodp~’ for i=l,2 ,..., 
;i& al 
(* Note that cb,i and cy,i are the inverses of b and q modulo p*‘, 
respectively. *) 
step (iii): Let m = rlog ~1. Output x,,i mod p’, . . . . x,,& mod p’. 
end. 
First we prove the correctness of the algorithm. Step (0) is obvious. In case 
step (i) is started we may assume that gcd(p, b) = 1. Furthermore, by the 
assumption of the theorem we additionally have gcd(q, p) = 1. From that 
we conclude that cb.0 and c~,~ can be computed. Moreover, x4 = b mod p” 
is solvable if and only if x4 = b mod p is solvable and each solution x0, j 
modulo p uniquely determines a solution x,,~ modulo pa. Finally, solving 
x4 = b modp is equivalent to computing the solutions of xr = b mod p, 
where q = r mod(p - 1) (cf. Vinogradov (1955)). Consequently, in case b 
is a qth nonresidue modulo p’ we are done. Now suppose that at least 
one solution x,,~ of x4 = b mod p exists. It suffices to show by induction 
that cb,ib - 1 mod p*‘, cq,iq = 1 mod p2’, and that x$zb,j= 1 mod p*’ for 
i= 0, . . . . rlog al. Since the computation of the inverses is done as in 
v. z. Gathen (1987), the correctness proof reduces to the proof of the latter 
congruence. 
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The case i = 0 being clear, we have 
XT jCb,i Ei Cb,iXy- 1, j t1 + t1 -xY- l,jCb,i)Cy,i)Y 
E Xi- 1,jcb.i i 4 
0 
’ (1 -xy-l,jcb,i)"C~,, 
“CO u 
= X7- 1. jcb,i $ Xl- I,lCb.l(l -‘X?- I,jcb,i) mod P2’. 
The latter step results from the fact that, in accordance with the 
induction hypothesis, we have p”-I/( 1 - xf- 1,,Cb.i), and consequently 
p”/( 1 - xy ,~ l,jcb.i)" for every v b 2. Moreover, 
4 
0 1 =4 and c4,iq = 1 mod p2’. 
Finally we obtain 
XejCb,iE XT- l,jcb.i- (1 -XT- l,jcb i- I)(1 -Xl- l.jcb i) 
= Xy- l,jCb,i + 1 - XT- l,jCb.i- (1 -X9- 1, jcb,i)’ = 1 mod P2’, 
since the latter term again vanishes. 
This proves the correctness. 
Since p<n, step (0) can be performed in depth O(div(n)) and step (i) 
requires depth O(log n). Performing step (ii) requires at most rlog al 
iterations each of which can be computed in depth O(div(n)) using O(n@“) 
many processors. This proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Next we want to deal with the question of whether or not the condition 
gcd(q, p) = 1 is inevitable. In case that gcd(q, p) = p at least some special 
efforts are necessary. This is caused by the following facts. First, it no 
longer remains true that x4 = b mod pr is solvable if and only if x4 = 
b mod p can be solved. Second, we have to overcome the difficulty that c,,~ 
does not exist, if gcd(q, p) = p. The following modified algorithm shows 
how to deal with these problems. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n) log n) and size O(nO”)), whose nth 
circuit takes as input a prime p < n, a nonnegative integer u < n, and an n-bit 
number b, and outputs the discrete p th roots of b module pa. 
Proof: We use the following modified algorithm: Suppose u, n > 4. The 
cases a, n < 4 are trivial and therefore omitted. 
step (0): If pa/b, then output x = Q. If p/b but pa does not divide b, then 
output “b is a pth nonresidue modulo p”.” In both cases stop. 
Otherwise, goto step (i). 
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step (i): If p = 2, then test whether b = 1 mod 23. In case it is not output 
“b is a quadratic nonresidue modulo 2’,” and stop. 
Suppose b = 1 mod 23. Compute an x0 such that xi = b mod 24. 
Then goto step (ii). 
If p is odd, then try to compute an x0 such that x6 = b mod p3. 
In case such an x0 has been found goto step (ii). Otherwise out- 
put “b is a pth nonresidue modulo p”,” and stop. 
step (ii): Suppose that we are given a solution x of xp = b mod p’+ ‘. 
Compute the inverse ch,2e of b modulo p*‘. After having 
computed c6. Zr, calculate x’ as follows: 
x’ := (x + x( 1 - x~c~,~~)/~) mod p”. 
Iterate this construction until the exponent 2e reaches ~1. (That 
means, from x0 mod p3 we compute x1 mod p4, in case p is odd. 
Then in both cases we calculate x2 mod p’, then x3 mod p” 
a.s.0.) 
step (iii): Let x, be the last iterate. If p= 2, then output x, mod 2”, 
-x,mod2”, x,(1 +2”P’)mod2”, and -x,(1 +2”P’)mod2”. 
In case p is odd output x, mod p’, (x, +pa-‘) mod p’, 
(x, + 2p” ~ ’ ) mod p’, . . . . (x,+(p-l)p’P’)modp’. 
end. 
The correctness of the algorithm can be derived from the following facts: 
- The equation x2 = b mod 2’ is solvable if and only if b E 1 mod 23. 
If b = 1 mod 23, then exactly four solutions exist. 
- Let p be an odd prime. Then the equation xY=b mod p’ 
is solvable if and only if x4 = b mod p2 is solvable. In case that 
x4 = b mod pZ may be solved there are exactly p solutions. 
- Taking into account that (1 - x~c,~~)/P is an integer divisible by 
pe, the correctness of step (ii) easily results. 
We leave it to the reader to verify the details. 
Neglecting constant factors it is obvious that the depth bound is not 
affected by the changes having been made. The size also remains bounded 
by a polynomial in n. Q.E.D. 
Although our next result considerably improves the circuit depth we 
have presented the above theorems in some more detail, since they may be 
interesting in their own right (cf. Section 5). Next we elaborate an 
algorithm highly exploiting the power of parallelism. 
THEOREM 5. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n)) and size O(n”“‘), whose n th circuit 
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takes as input a prime p< n, nonnegative integers c(, q 6n where 
gcd(p, q) = 1, and an n-bit number b, and outputs the discrete q th roots of 
b module pa. 
ProojI The proof is done via the following algorithm DROOT: 
step (0): If pa/b, then output x=0. If p/b but p’ does not divide b, then 
output “b is a 9th nonresidue modulo p’.” In both cases stop. 
Otherwise, goto step (i). 
step (i): Compute all x0,,, . . . . x~,~ E (1, . . . . p - 1 ]. being pairwise 
incongruent modulo p such that xhj = b mod p for j= 1, . . . . k, 
where q E r mod(p - 1) and r E (0, . . . . p - 2). 
In case at least one such x~,~ exists goto step (ii). 
Otherwise output “b is a 9th nonresidue modulo p”,” and stop. 
step (ii): Compute the inverse cb of b modulo p”. 
step (iii): For i = 1, . . . . n - 1 compute numbers ai in parallel using the 
following procedure: 
(1) Calculate Uipl :=ni:\(qk+ 1) 
(2) Compute the prime factorization of q, i.e., compute the 
primes ql, . . . . q,,, and the nonnegative integers 8,) . . . . p,,, such 
that q = qfl . . . . qk. 
(3) For t = 1, . . . . m compute in parallel the q,-adic representation 
of i. Let s,., be the sum of the digits of i written in its q,-adic 
representation. Set v,, iP I = (i - s,,i)/(q, - 1). 
(4) Compute in parallel the inverses cq,, . . . . c,?, of q,, . . . . q,,, 
modulo p”, respectively. 
(5) Compute Ri_, := i!/(ny= 1 q:‘-‘) 
(6) Compute ai := ( Uip JR,- 1) ny=, cZ’-~+ lh 
step (iv): For j = 1, . . . . k compute in parallel 
step (v): Output x,,i mod pa, . . . . x,,~ mod p”. 
end. 
First we show that this algorithm can be realized in a way such that the 
stated complexity bounds are satisfied, 
Step (i) can be performed in depth O(logn) and size O(nac’)), since 
p <n. Using Theorem 1 we can realize step (ii) within the desired com- 
plexity bounds. Let us now analyze step (iii). In stage (1) we compute at 
most the product of n - I numbers each of which has at most [log nl + 1 
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bits. Due to Beame, Cook, and Hoover (1986) this stage can be performed 
by a subcircuit having polynomial size and depth at most O(div(n)). In 
stage (2) we compute the complete prime factorization of q. This can 
be done in depth O(div(n)) and size O(nO”‘) since q<n. By the same 
reasoning stage (3) can be performed within the desired complexity bounds. 
Using Theorem 1 we can compute the required inverses in depth O(div(n)) 
using polynomially many processors. In stage (5) again we calculate the 
product of at most n numbers having at most [log nl + 1 bits. Then 
i!/(ny= 1 qsy’,‘-‘) can be computed by a subcircuit having depth O(div(n)) 
and size O(nO”‘). Moreover, this quotient is an integer (cf. Hasse (1964)). 
The most complex stage is the sixth one. In the worst case we have to 
compute the 2n th power of the 2n-bit numbers cy,. By Beame, Cook, and 
Hoover (1986) this can be done simultaneously in size O(nO(“) and depth 
O(div(n)) as well as the division of the two n*-bit numbers. Consequently, 
step (iii) costs at most depth O(div(n)) and polynomial size. 
Finally, in step (iv) first we compute in parallel the summands 
a,(1 -xgcb)j for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. This requires depth O(div(n)) and size 
O(n’(“). The rest is obvious. Hence the complexity bounds are proven. 
It remains to show that the algorithm does work correctly. Step (i) is 
obvious. Suppose that at least one solution x~,~ of x4 = b mod p exists. 
Based on the observation that x T,, E b mod p” holds tf and only tf xf, jcb E 
1 mod p”, the proof would be done if we could show that p” divides 
xf. jcb - 1. So let us evaluate xy3~ch - 1. 
LEMMA. The ais are coefficients such that 
(  
n-l 
~4, j s ~8.~ 1 + C (1 --x&jcb)i mod P” 
i= I ) 
Setting a, = 1 we could recursively compute a,, . . . . a,- i in that order 
such that the claim is satisfied. However, this approach does not yield an 
L-uniform family of Boolean circuits. Consequently, we have to convert the 
recursive definition of the als into an explicit one. This is done via the 
calculus of generating functions (cf., e.g., Knuth (1968)). As we shall see 
this explicit formula just coincides with the computation performed in step 
(iii). We define the generating function G(z)=C~“=~ aizi and require 
( G(z))~ = C,Y 0 zi. The latter condition yields the following equation: 
(G(z))~= 1 zi= 1/(1-z). 
i=O 
Furthermore, taking the logarithm and differentiating yields 
q.ln(G(z))=ln(l/(l -z)) 
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and consequently 
G’(z)/G(z) = l/(q( 1 -z)). 
Hence we have 
(1 -z) G’(z) = (l/q) G(z). 
Since, G’(Z) = CE 1 ia&’ = Cp”= ,, (i + 1) a,, , zi we finally obtain 
(1 -z) 2 (i+ l)ai+lz’= f (aJq)zi, 
I=0 i=O 
and hence 
f (i+l)a ,+ ,zi = f (ui/q + iu,)z’. 
i=O i=O 
Now we identify appropriate coefficients. Hence it must hold that 
ai+1 =u;(qi+ l)/(q(i+ 1)) resulting in the explicit formula 
ui+l= 
( 
kljo (qk + 1 I)/( kfIo (&+d). 
Taking into account that (Hi=, (qk + q)) = q’+ ‘(i + l)! we have 
ai+1 = (ry (qk+ l)jl(y’+‘(i+ l)!). 
\k=O /I 
However, since we have to perform the computation over the ring Z/p” any 
division not yielding an integer quotient has to be avoided by appropriate 
multiplication with inverse elements. In order to do that, we have to 
compute the prime factorization of q. 
So let q = qf’ _ . . . . qb be the prime factorization of q. Then we deter- 
mine the largest powers vt,i of qt dividing (i + l)! for i = 1, . . . . n - 1 and 
t = 1, . ..) m to be ~~,~=(i+ l-.r,,,+r)/(q,- l), where s,,~+, is the sum of the 
digits of i + 1 written in the q,-adic representation (cf. Hasse (1964)). Now 
we set Qi = qi1.l. . . . . qz and Ri= (i+ l)!/Q, for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Claim. Ri divides ni=, (qk + 1) for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. 
In order to prove the claim first we observe that JJf=, (qk + 1) as well 
as (i + l)! may he regarded as the product of the first i + 1 consecutive 
members of an arithmetic sequence. Let (uk)ksN be any arbitrarily fixed 
arithmetic sequence. Then there are numbers u. and d such that uk = 
u. + kd for all k. Moreover, for any fixed prime r satisfying gcd(d, r) = 1 
and any nonnegative integer 1 it holds that u, = u, mod r’ if and only if 
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nz = I mod r’ for all numbers m and t. Furthermore, if u0 = 0, then U, = 
0 mod r’ if and only if m = 0 mod r’. Consequently, among the first i + 1 
consecutive members of the arithmetic sequence there are L(i + l)/r’_l 
divisible by r’. Hence we get the lower bound y b C;“=, L(i+ 1)/r/J for the 
largest power y of r dividing n:=, uk (cf., e.g., Vinogradov (1955)). In case 
u0 = 0 this bound is even tight, i.e., we have y = C;L , L(i + 1 )/r’J. Sum- 
marizing the obtained results we get: Since any prime r dividing R, satisfies 
gcd(r, q) = 1, now it holds that, if ry divides (i+ l)!, then r7 divides 
niZO (qk + 1). This proves the claim. 
Finally, since gcd(q, p)= 1 we have gcd(q,, p) = 1 for t = 1, . . . . m, and 
consequently all the desired inverse elements exist. Taking into account 
that ordinary division over the integers transforms into multiplication by 
the corresponding inverse elements over the ring Z,P,, one directly gets the 
computation described in step (iii). 
Moreover, remembering that a, = 1, we obtain 
v ~ Y 
= gj 
( ( 
1 c U,,“~Lqq (1 -x&)’ 
i=O i1,....iq20 ) > 
i, + + ly = i n-l 5x 8.i C ( ( c ai,“‘a;q (l-x;,jcJ i=O il,...,i,20 > > 
;I+ . ..iq=j 
(* Observe tht the computation of the actual coefficient of (1 - xX,,ch)’ 
only involves the coefficients a,, . . . . a, *) 
EE s;, j ( nc’ ( 1 - x8, ic,)i) mod p", 
I=0 
since p" divides (1 - xx, jcb)li for any k > n and due to the construction of 
the coefficients ai for i = 0, . . . . n - 1. 
This proves the lemma. 
Finally, we get 
n-l 
xy,jcb - 1 = xg.Jb 1+ c (1 -xg.jch)i 
i=l > 
( 
n-l 
= -(l -xdiCh)-(l -X8,J- 1) c (1 -xz,jcJ 
i=O > 
Hence the correctness follows. Q.E.D. 
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Next we consider the case q =p. The main difficulties arise since we 
cannot use the inverse elements of powers of q. On the other hand, now 
(1 - xgc,) is itself divisible by a certain power of p. This advantage may 
eventually yield a highly parallel algorithm in case q =p. In order to see 
what modifications have to be made, let us have a closer look at the 
algorithm above as well as at the algorithm presented in the proof of 
Theorem 4. From the latter one we can learn how to deal with the 
initialization. However, for several reasons we now seek an initial solution 
x0 of .?‘= bmod p’. Then we lift that solution to a solution x, of xp z 
b mod p3k, where k = rn/31. The lifting could be performed mutatis 
mutandis by the algorithm DROOT if we could ensure the following 
properties: 
(1) pci+i divides (1 + xpOcb)’ for i= 1, . . . . k- 1, where vi- 1 = 
(i - s,)/(p - 1) and si is the sum of the digits of p written in p-adic represen- 
tation. 
C2) Cil,...,rpBO,ij+ +i,=mCiil' "' ~Liip(l-xPgch)m=Omodp3k for m= 
k ,...,pk-p, whererii=(UiP,/(RiP,p”l+l+i)). 
Fortunately, both properties can be fulfilled as the proof of the next 
theorem shows. 
THEOREM 6. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n)) and size O(rF”), whose nt.h circuit 
takes as input a prime p 6 n, a nonnegative integer c1 <n, and an n-bit 
number 6, and outputs the discrete p th roots of b modulo p’. 
Prooj We use the following algorithm: Suppose CI, n 2 5. The cases CI, 
n < 5 are trivial and hence omitted. 
step (0): If pa/b, then output x = 0. If p/b but p’ does not divide 6, then 
output “b is a p th nonresidue modulo p’.” In both cases stop. 
Otherwise, goto step (i). 
step (i): Try to compute an x0 such that x$ = b mod p5. If such an x0 has 
been found goto step (ii). Otherwise output “b is a pth non- 
residue modulo p”,” and stop. 
step (ii): Set k = rn/31 and compute numbers do, . . . . dk- i as follows: Set 
do= 1. For i= 1, . . . . k - 1 do in parallel 
(0) Let si be the sum of the digits of i written in p-adic represen- 
tation. 
(1) Calculate Ui-, :=nlLh(pr+ 1) 
(2) Compute vip,=(i-si)/(p-1) and Rip,=i!/p”-I. 
(3) Set di = Uip JR,.. , . 
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step (iii): Compute the inverse ch of h modulo p3k. 
step (iv): For i= 1, . . . . k - 1 compute in parallel 
Ii = (1 -~@,)~/p”~~~‘~ 
(* as we shall show, fi E Z*). 
step (v): Compute 
x, = (x0 + x,(CFz: dir,)) mod p3k. 
step (vi): If p = 2, then output xi mod 2’, -x, mod 2”, 
~,(1+2”~‘)mod2”, and -x,(1+2’-‘)mod2*. 
In case p is odd output xi mod p’, (x1 + pap ‘) mod p’, 
(x, + 2~“~‘) mod p’, . . . . (x,+(p-l)pMP’)modp”. 
end. 
Next we want to prove the correctness of the above algorithm. The next 
claim asserts that property (1) stated above is satisfied. 
Claim 1. t;~Zfori=l,..., k-l. 
In accordance with step (i) we have that ps divides (1 - xgc,). Conse- 
quently, psi divides (1 - xpOcb)j for all nonnegative integers i. Since 
vi- i + i 6 (i - si) + i < 2i the claim follows. 
Next we observe that Ri E B for i=O, . . . . k - 2 (cf. Hasse (1964)). Now it 
again suffices to show that 
1 + 2 (1 -x++~)~ mod p3k, 
i= 1 
since this congruence directly yields xfcb - 1 = 0 mod p”. This is done in 
two steps. First we prove a claim actually stating that property (2) is 
fulfilled. 
Czuim 2. Cil,....i,>O,il+ ... +i,=m d,, ti, . . . . dint, = 0 mod p3k for m = 
k ? ..., pk -P. 
(i 
In order to prove the claim first we evaluate ti, . . . . . tip for any p-tuple 
1 > ..., i,) with ii + . . . + iP = m. By the definition of the tis we have 
ti,. . . . .tip= fi (l-xgcJJ 
( j= 1 )/yij py’,-l+ 5) 
=(l-XPgCb)i~+---+iplp~,,~~+---+~,p~~+i,+ .--+ip 
= (1 - XgCby/p Y ,,-,+ ‘.. + y, +m, 
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In accordance with the definition of the vi)s we obtain 
vil-1 + ... +vipel=(i,+ ... +ip-si,- ... -s,,)/(p-l)<m 
sincep-121 andsii>Oforj=l,...,p. 
Finally, due to the observation made above we may write 
(1 -x&Jm= wp5m, where w E Z. Consequently, (1 - x{ch)‘“/p2”’ = wp3m = 
0 mod p3k for all m > k. Hence we obtain ti, . ... . tip = 0 mod p3k for 
any p-tuple (i1, . . . . iP) satisfying i1 + . .. + iP = m and m 2 k. Thus every 
summand d, tj, . . . . . d, tiP vanishes modulo p3k. 
This proves the claim. 
Second, we evaluate the same sum as in Claim 2 for the values 
m = 1, . . . . k - 1. 
Claim 3. xi ,,,,,, ;,>O,i,+...+i,=mdi,ti,. ... .d,t, E (l-~{c,)“modp~~ 
form=l,...,k-1. 
By the construction of the dls and t;s we get 
c d, ti, . . . . . d, tiP 
il,...,i,>O 
il+ +i,=m 
= c (d,. . . . .dip/p”~~-‘+...+Y~~-~+m)(l-X~Cb)m 
i*,...,$ > 0 
iif ... +i,=m 
= 
( 
c (di,/P"vI+il). . . . .(dip/p’W+‘P) (1 -x{c~)~ 
il....,ip > 0 > 
ilf +i,=m 
=(1-xgc,)“modp3k. 
The latter step follows from the fact that di/pYx-l+ i = ai, where ai = 
(nf~b (pr+ l))/(nL:b (pr +p)); i.e., the same as defined via the 
generating function. Consequently we get C ai, . . aiP = 1. 
Finally, Claims 2 and 3 directly yield 
( 
n-1 
xf,j~~g,j 1 + C (1 --x:,~cJ mod p3k. 
i=l ) 
We leave it to the reader to verify that, if x, is a solution, then all the 
values defined in step (vi) are solutions being pairwise incongruent. Taking 
the facts into account which we have quoted in the proof of Theorem 4 the 
correctness follows. The complexity bounds can be proven in the same way 
as it was done in the proof of Theorem 5. Q.E.D. 
Let us conclude this section with some remarks concerning possible 
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generalizations of the results obtained above. There are at least two 
questions arising naturally: 
(1) What can be said in case of general moduli? 
(2) How to extend the results to arbitrary qth roots? 
We shall touch both of them. At first glance it might seem that the first 
problem can be solved easily by a straightforward application of 
Theorem 2. Unfortunately, this is a misleading impression. The arising dif- 
ficulties are caused by the fact that there are eventually too many solutions. 
In order to have an example let us consider the congruence x2 = 
1 mod p”;‘. ... .pT, where pi, aj < n for i= 1, . . . . k. Since 1 is a quadratic 
residue for all primes, there are at least 2k distinct square roots of 1 modulo 
p”;’ . . . . .p;“. On the other hand, by the prime number theorem we get k = 
O(n/log n) and thus the number of solutions cannot be bounded by a poly- 
nomial in n. Consequently, no family of Boolean circuits simultaneously 
having polynomial size and polylogarithmic depth can output all solutions. 
Nevertheless, instead of finding all solutions of x4 = b mod m we may 
restrict ourselves to deciding whether .x4 = b mod m is solvable, and in case 
it is, to finding some q th root. 
COROLLARY 7. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n)) and size O(n”“), whose n th circuit 
takes as input an n-bit number m (c is any fixed constant) which factors only 
in small prime factors, an n-bit number b, and a nonnegative number q with 
gcd(q, m) = 1 or q = p for some prime divisor p of m, and either outputs some 
q th root of b modulo m, or returns “b is a q th nonresidue modulo m.” 
Proof The nth circuit works as follows: 
First it computes the complete prime factorization of m. Since m factors 
only in small prime factors, this may be done by a subcircuit of depth 
O(div(n)) and size O(nO”‘) ( c V.Z. Gathen (1987)). Then, in parallel, we f. 
try to solve xq = b mod pg’ for each prime factor p? of m. Thereby we use 
the algorithm DROOT for each prime p, with gcd(q, pi) = 1 or alter- 
natively, in case q = p,, the modified version of it. Consequently, this step 
can be performed within the desired complexity bounds. In case at least for 
some prime factor pT2 the algorithm returns “b is a qth nonresidue modulo 
p:‘,” the nth circuit returns “failure.” Otherwise, it applies the Chinese 
Remainder subcircuit of Theorem 2 and computes one solution of xq = 
b mod m. Q.E.D. 
Next we deal with the second problem. Suppose that we are given 
the congruence .x4 = b mod p’, where q= rpk such that r, kE h and 
gcd(r, p) = 1. Now we use the following idea. We decompose the problem 
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of solving x4 E b mod pcl into k + 1 subproblems. For the sake of simplicity 
we explain the decomposition for the case k = 1. The general case is 
obtained by iteratively applying the technique described below. 
First we try to solve zr = b mod pa. Let z,,, . . . . z, be the eventually 
obtained solutions. Then we continue with the congruences yp = zi mod pa 
for i = 0, . . . . t. Suppose that at least one of these congruences is solvable and 
let y,, . . . . y, be all the solutions of yp = zi mod p”, i = 0, . . . . t. Then each yi 
is a qth root of b modulo p’ since y; - (yf)‘= (zJr = b mod p’. 
Conversely, if x4 z b mod pa is solvable, then zr = b mod pa as well as 
yp = zi mod p”, for some i, must be solvable. This can be seen as follows. 
Let x be any qth root of b. Then we have xy E (xP)‘= b mod pa. Set 
z = xP mod p’. Consequently, z is a pth residue modulo p’. Moreover 
zr= b mod pa. Hence z is also an rth root of b modulo pa. 
After having seen how to solove x4-b mod pa, we analyze the com- 
plexity of the described algorithm. In the worst case we have to perform 
k + 1 iterations. Since q < n, in the worst case we get k = O(log n). Further- 
more, each iteration can be performed in depth O(div(n)). So the resulting 
depth is O(div(n) log n). Summarizing these facts we obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 8. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously haoing depth O(div(n)logn) and size O(nO”‘), whose nth 
circuit takes as input a prime p < n, nonnegative integers a, q <n, and an 
n-bit number 6, and outputs the discrete q th roots of b module p’. 
It is an open problem whether the depth bound in the latter corollary 
can be improved. 
What we present in the next section is the application of the methods 
elaborated to the problem POW. 
4. COMPUTING POWERS 
Looking at the results dealing with the problem POW the state of the 
art seems to be somehow unsatisfactory. There is a gap between the 
depth of P-uniform and L-uniform families of Boolean circuits; i.e., POW 
can be solved in depth O(logn) allowing P-uniformity and in depth 
O(div(n) log n) if one is restricted to L-uniformity. We shall close this gap. 
Using the well-known decomposition of B,p, into a direct product of two 
groups G and H (cf. Hasse (1980)) V.Z. Gathen (1987) has divided the 
problem POW into appropriate computations in G and H. This decom- 
position is achieved as follows: 
We set H = {r E Z,pX/r = 1 mod p} and define G to be the image set of the 
injective group homomorphism h: Z,p * Z,p,, defined as r H rP”-’ mod pz. 
643/96/l-8 
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The gap between P-uniform and L-uniform families is mainly caused by the 
difficulty of the computation of the homomorphism h. However, the com- 
putation of h reduces to the problem of solving the following system of 
equations: 
(1) s=rmodp 
(2) sppl 5 1 mod p” (cf. Hasse (1964)). 
In essence that means that after having computed r (which is easy), we 
have to transform the particular solution of spp ’ = 1 mod p into a solution 
ofsP-r=lmodp”. 
THEOREM 9. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n)) and size O(n”“‘), whose n th circuit 
takes as input an odd prime p 6 n and nonnegative numbers r < p and a < n, 
and outputs the number s E { 1, . . . . p’ - 1 } satisfying s = r mod p and sr - ’ = 
1 mod p’. 
Proof. The proof is obtained via the application of the algorithm 
DROOT (cf. the proof of Theorem 5). The only modifications we have 
to perform are to delete step (0) and to replace step (i) by x,,=r. By 
Fermat’s Theorem we get x&- ’ = 1 mod p, and thus x0 is a (p - 1 )th root 
of modulo p. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10. There exists a uniform family of Boolean circuits 
simultaneously having depth O(div(n)) and size O(nO”‘), whose n th circuit 
takes as input an n’-bit number m (c is any fixed constant) which factors only 
in small prime factors as well as n-bit numbers a, b, and outputs ah mod m. 
Proof: First of all the complete prime factorization of m is computed. 
Since m possesses only small prime factors, this can be done within the 
stated complexity bounds. For each prime factor p’ of m in parallel 
the algorithm INTEGER POWER MODULO A PRIME POWER by 
v. z. Gathen (1987) is applied. Moreover, Theorems 1 and 6 yield that this 
algorithm can be performed in depth O(div(n)) and size O(nO”‘). Finally, 
using Theorem 2 we compute ab mod m. Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
Massively parallel algorithms computing the inverse, taking discrete 
roots, and computing a large power modulo a number that has only small 
prime factors have been presented. All these algorithms simultaneously 
achieve depth O(div(n)) and size O(n O(l)). However, several questions 
remain open. The most ,interesting open problem is whether or not there 
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are NC-algorithms solving INV, DROOT, and POW for arbitrary n-bit 
moduli m. Nevertheless, even for moduli having only small prime factors 
the state of the art is not as satisfactory as it might seem. Although the 
presented algorithms achieve the best possible depth (i.e., O(div(n))) they 
are not optimal. A parallel algorithm solving a problem P is said to be 
optimal if the product of its parallel time with its number of processors 
used is of the same order as the time taken by the fastest known sequential 
algorithm solving problem P. Analyzing the obtained algorithms from that 
point of view we see that we use too many processors. On the other hand, 
looking at the algorithm taking discrete roots which we have presented in 
Theorem 3 and 4 it is obvious that they are much closer to optimality than 
the algorithms elaborated in the proofs of Theorem 5 and 6. 
Consequently, it remained open whether there are optimal parallel algo- 
rithms achieving depth O(div(n)) that solve INV, DROOT, and POW. 
Finally, the developed techniques may be transformed into the setting of 
polynomials over finite fields. This will be done in a subsequent paper. 
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